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On April 29, 2016, the Commission received an application from Solar Data
Systems, Inc. (SDS) requesting approval as an independent monitor under the Puc 2500
rules regarding the Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS). SDS proposes to implement a
remote monitoring and reporting process that varies in certain respects from the process
contemplated by the Puc 2500 RPS rules. Staffreviewed the application and
recommended that SDS resubmit it with certain modifications, together with requested
waivers for specified rules as discussed in more detail below. SDS resubmitted their
application on June 6, 2016 and requested waivers from three specific rules. The SDS
rule waiver requests have been docketed and Staff recommends that rule waivers be
granted for all three requests to permit SDS to implement its remote electronic
monitoring process in New Hampshire.

SDS Independent Monitoring Model

SDS has developed a remote PV monitoring and generation reporting system, specifically
designed for residential photovoltaic (PV) facilities, that uses equipment and software included
with the PV system installation. SDS’ Solar-Log monitoring system includes proprietary
software and combines their “Solar-Log” monitoring equipment with General Electric
revenue grade meters (both are ANSI C 12.20 certified, +-0.2% accuracy). According to
SDS, the metering equipment and companion software enables SDS to monitor system
performance remotely and provide automatic, accurate reporting of revenue grade kWh
generation. SDS’s system detects any anomalies, such as production in excess of
reasonably expected system output, and flags these anomalies for further review and
verification. The cost of the Solar-Log system is included in the product and installation
costs for the system and no additional charge is assessed for the monitoring and reporting
services. The Solar-Log system has been approved for and is in wide use in other state



RPS programs, and $DS is approved as an independent monitor in both Massachusetts
and Connecticut. While the SDS Solar-Log system appears to offer a reasonable
alternative for monitoring and verification of system output for small PV systems, it is
not fully consistent with the obligations of RPS independent monitors as stated in three
separate provisions ofPuc 2505.09, as discussed below.

Rules Waiver Retjuestsfor RP$ Iitdependent Monitor Approval

Puc 2505.09(i)(1) - the duties ofthe independent monitor shall be toperform an
initial inspection ofthe sources metersfor accuracy and capability to measure the
electricity or use/id thermal energy produced unless the meter is owned by a distribution
utility that has already inspected itpursuant to Puc 305.

This rule states that one ofthe duties ofthe independent monitor is to perform an initial
inspection ofthe installed meter to confirm its accuracy and verify that it is capable of measuring
production. According to SDS and through subsequent communications with Staff, SDS
confirmed that when the Solar-Log equipment is installed by a licensed electrician, the
electrician or installer notifies SDS of the equipment’ s serial number and installation
location, therefore making an initial site inspection unnecessary. SDS offers technical
support if an installer or electrician has a question about meter installation and data
validation. The serial number of each installed Solar-Log meter is referenced on a
geographic map through address and GPS coordinates within SDS’s software platform,
and the metered output of the PV system where the meter is installed is monitored and
tracked electronically through the SDS software system.

Staffs review has determined that the Solar-Log system installation procedures
and electronic tracking process provide an adequate alternative to the initial on-site
inspection required under the rule. Staff therefore recommends that the Commission
approve SDS’s request for this rule waiver.

Puc 2505.09(g) - No customer-sited source or source producing useful thermal
energy shall use an independent monitor who is a member ofthe immediatefamily ofthe
owner ofthe source, holds a direct or indirect ownership interest in the source, or who
sold or installed the renewable energy system and associated equipment;

This rule requires that the independent monitor have no vested interest in the
production of Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) from any monitored renewable
energy source. SDS sells the Solar-Log system, which is used to remotely monitor the
Pv systems with which it is installed, to the installer who includes it with the PV system
installed for the facility owner. Neither SDS nor the PV system installer receives
compensation or otherwise has a financial interest in any renewable energy source using
the Solar-Log system that is a function of the production of RECs by that source.

Staffrecommends that the Commission approve SDS’s request for a waiver of
this rule because the mere fact of its sale of certain facility equipment seems unlikely to
compromise its independence with respect to the production monitoring and reporting
functions it performs remotely.
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Puc 2505.09(a) - An independent monitor shall verfj’ the electricityproduction of
a customer-sited source or the production ofuseful thermal energyfrom an eligible
soîtrce and report such production and REC calculation to the GIS. A customer-sited
source or a source producing useful thermal energy shall retain the services ofan
independent monitor directly.

This rule requires that the customer-sited renewable energy source owner retain
the services of an independent monitor directly. In the case of SDS, the commitment to
provide remote electronic system production monitoring and reporting services is
packaged with the sale of the Solar-Log system installed together with the complete PV
system. SDS’s independent monitoring commitment is provided to the facility owner for
no extra charge for a period of five years. After the end of this initial five-year period,
the facility owner can negotiate an extended independent monitoring services
arrangement with SDS.

This transactional model provides PV system owners a reasonable alternative
means of obtaining independent monitoring services to measure, verify, and report their
Pv system production to create RECs. Electronic systems serve to reduce or eliminate
potential data entry errors and improve reporting efficiency. Given the accuracy
improvements through automation and SDS’s independent detection and resolution of
apparent data anomalies, substantial benefits are provided to renewable energy source
owners for no extra charge and without the need for a direct contractual relationship with
SDS. Stafftherefore recommends that the Commission also approve SDS’s request for a
waiver of this rule provision.

Staff further observes that, if the Commission were to approve the aforementioned
rules waivers, it would be more likely that the State can attract additional independent
monitors who also utilize electronic monitoring platforms. An increase in approved and
active independent monitors would help alleviate the current shortage in qualified and
active independent monitors. Staff understands that such electronic monitoring is
prevalent in neighboring states where similar data verification is required.

In conclusion, Staff recommends that the Commission grant the requested rules
waivers under Puc 201 .05, based on a finding that the waivers will not disrupt the orderly
and efficient resolution of matters before the Commission and will serve the public
interest, where compliance with the rules would be onerous given the circumstances of
the affected person and the purpose ofthe rules would be satisfied by the alternative
method proposed.
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b) Serve an electronic copy with each person identified on the Commission’s service list and with the Office of
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